A new collaborative teaching and learning software tool, fully-loaded with our premium social science textbook collection
Collaborative teaching and learning tool, with premium social science textbooks

SAGE Catalyst is a new teaching and learning tool providing unlimited, university-wide access to over 750 of our premium social science textbooks. SAGE Catalyst enables blended learning through virtual collaboration, classroom discussion, and peer-to-peer learning within the textbooks and supports other multi-media resources – all within a single platform, powered by Talis Elevate.

Faculty can embed chapters directly in their Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) or Learning Management System (LMS) and view analytics at course, resource, and student level.

This gives valuable insight into student engagement, while also providing equitable access to core texts across ten disciplines, including business & management, research methods, education, and more.
Libraries can subscribe to SAGE Catalyst for unlimited, university-wide access to the full collection of over 750 eTextbooks. Furthermore, all social science faculty can use Talis Elevate’s collaborative teaching and learning functionality.

How librarians rate SAGE Catalyst as a digital resource: 4.2 out of 5 stars

Key features

- **Online, closed-cohort classroom environment**
  Faculty can curate reading lists from SAGE chapters and other resources in a closed-cohort module area for their class

- **Integrates with your VLE**
  Faculty can embed chapters or modules directly into your VLE or share via a link for equitable student access

- **Interact via commenting**
  Faculty and students can add comments directly within the texts and interact in virtual classroom discussion

- **Anonymous comments and private notes**
  Quieter students get a voice via anonymous comments, and private notes can be added for personal study

- **Upload multi-media resources**
  Faculty can upload their own lecture notes, recordings, and other resources to build conversation in the content

- **Easy-to-read analytics**
  Faculty get usage and engagement insights at student, resource, and class level

Full MARC Records and COUNTER 5.0 reports are available via SecureCentre.
Key benefits

Provide full curriculum coverage with equitable student access to over 750 textbooks

Gain confidence all students can access core texts, removing barriers to learning

Increase student engagement through collaboration from directly within the texts

Enable social learning with virtual classroom discussions

Shape course design and delivery using insights into student engagement

Focus students’ attention on the most relevant chapters

“I love how SAGE Catalyst links top SAGE eBooks directly into Talis Elevate, making it really easy to get collaboration started.”

Liz Mallet – Assistant Director of Academic Engagement, University of Lincoln

“It’s been a real advantage to me and the students. It improves access to the key resources you want students to read…and it helps you manage your course and ensure students actually enjoy textbook reading.”

Paul Hunter – Lecturer in the Adam Smith Business School, University of Glasgow

“Being able to assign key readings through the platform for students to summarize and comment on outside of the classroom provides an extra layer of scaffolding to support learning... it has led to greater engagement.”

Dr Clare Cunningham – Senior Lecturer in the Department of Linguistics, York St John University
Our premium social science textbook collection

The collection includes over 750 of SAGE’s premium social science textbooks, in eTextbook format, curated to provide full and comprehensive coverage across the entire social science curriculum and the most widely taught courses. As a leading social science publisher, SAGE textbooks are rich in pedagogy, internationally facing, and designed to engage students across all levels of the curriculum.

**Business & Management** (130+ titles)

**Education** (110+ titles)

**Research Methods** (100+ titles)

See the full title list at sagepub.com/sage-catalyst
Our premium social science textbook collection

**Psychology** (70+ titles)

- *Biological Psychology* 2nd edition
- *An Introduction to Child Development* 3rd edition

**Communication & Media Studies** (50+ titles)

- *Media Culture and Society* 2nd edition
- *Social Media* A Critical Introduction

**Nursing** (50+ titles)

- *Reflective Practice in Nursing* 3rd edition
- *Pathophysiology & Pharmacology in Nursing* 2nd edition

**Counselling** (40+ titles)

- *An Introduction to Counselling and Psychotherapy* 3rd edition
- *The Complete Handbook of Coaching* 2nd edition

See the full title list at sagepub.com/sage-catalyst
Our premium social science textbook collection

Social Work (30+ titles)

Criminology (30+ titles)

Sociology (30+ titles)

Politics & International Relations (30+ titles)

See the full title list at sagepub.com/sage-catalyst
Our premium social science textbook collection

**Study Skills** (15+ titles)

- CRITICAL THINKING
- MINDFULNESS
- STUDENT GUIDE TO STUDENT SUCCESS
- ESSENTIAL STUDY SKILLS
- THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SUCCESS AT UNIVERSITY

**Geography** (10+ titles)

- KEY CONCEPTS IN GEOGRAPHY
- RESEARCHING THE CITY
- THE GEOSPATIAL ANALYST

**Cultural Studies** (<5 titles)

- CULTURAL STUDIES
- THE CULTURE OF DESIGN

See the full title list at [sagepub.com/sage-catalyst](http://sagepub.com/sage-catalyst)
Our add-on packages

In addition to the premium social science textbook collection, universities subscribing to SAGE Catalyst can also pick and choose add-on packages with around 50 titles each.

With these add-on packages faculty will have extra key resources to add to their Talis Elevate app, empowering students to engage and gain more confidence.

Study Skills
Study skills are essential for students to succeed in their academic journey, which as a result, will prepare them for their professional life.

Professional
This collection focuses on supporting students when in practice settings and helping them develop their professional skills.

Business and Management
Business & Management textbooks empower students to shape the future of business and contribute to building a thriving global society.

Research Methods
Give your faculty and students access to more Research Methods textbooks for a deeper dive into specific methods.

See the full title list at sagepub.com/sage-catalyst
Find out more

Pricing
Pricing is an annual subscription model, based on the social science enrolment numbers of your institution. A library subscription gives unlimited access to all titles across the whole university, plus usage of the Talis Elevate features for your entire social science faculty.

Contact us
Contact your local institutional account manager to request a demo and a quote for your institution:

Southern England, Wales & Ireland
Katharine Horton
kate.horton@sagepub.co.uk

Northern England & Scotland
Christopher Goldie
christopher.goldie@sagepub.co.uk

Europe, Middle East and Africa
Kathleen Schutter
kathleen.schutter@sagepub.co.uk

Visit our website to find out more and see the full title list sagepub.com/sage-catalyst